Our bi‐monthly publication with news from the RHTC
March 2017 – welcome to the 12th edition of our bi‐monthly newsletter all about the RHTC.
This month’s issue has some items about the theatre and recent productions, but our front page is
dedicated to Jose King who sadly passed away on 14th March 2017.

José King – 56 Years’ passion for the Robin Hood Theatre
José was born in 1923 into a family who loved music and the theatre. Her mother acted and her father
was treasurer for Newark Amateur Operatic Society. José trained as a singer.
When she married Norman (Norrie) in 1944 she had no idea that, returning from the war in Burma, he
would not only become a civil engineer but also a successful playwright. In the 50’s she took leading
roles in the Operatic Society whilst at the same time living a glittering social life mixing with the
country’s greatest actors at dinners, parties and first nights in London and the Provinces.
In 1961 Valerie Baker asked Norrie to find her a suitable building to develop into a little theatre.
He found The Robin Hood, a purpose built theatre which had closed in the 50’s.
There were no grants in those days and money was desperately needed to restore and maintain the theatre
and help to fund the productions. José ran the social side setting up the Bar and Coffee Bar and organising
numerous social events to raise money including An Arabian Night, A Medieval Feast and a Cabaret at
the Town Hall, to name just a few. Valerie’s husband, Bernard, the theatre Treasurer, said that it would
never have succeeded without José’s fundraising efforts.
José worked tirelessly from then on. She loved the theatre with a passion and gave her life to it. When
Valerie retired in the 70’s she appointed José Licensee and Artistic Director. She was determined it would
retain its very high standard and she increased the annual programme to make more income for its
maintenance.
When the theatre was closed on Health & Safety grounds and suffered two floods and a burglary which
damaged the very fabric of the building and its equipment, she never lost faith that it would re-open
despite all the negative forecasts. She encouraged us all to form a touring company and for seven years
we toured villages and raised funds while keeping the ethos and name of the theatre alive.
Her happiest moment was when it re-opened in April 2014 and she enjoyed
seeing its continued success and the loyalty of its members who in turn
brought new audiences with them.
She served on the Newark Arts and Leisure Committee and The Wolfit
Endowment Fund Committee. In 2008 she was awarded the Robert Kiddey
Award for the Arts under the Newark Town Mayor’s Community Service
Awards and in 2015 the Newark and District Lifetime Commitment Award for
the Arts - her proudest moments.
Even in her last week she still asked how things were going at the Robin Hood
Theatre and wished she was there.
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NEW SEASON
We are pleased to announce the plays we have
chosen for our 2017/18 Season. We have a broad selection
including comedies, a ghost story and a Christmas special! Also watch
out for our New Works, a comedy from local artist Ian Collinson.

Accidental Death of an Anarchist
Written by Dario Fo and adapted by Simon Nye
26th to 30th September 2017
A sharp and hilarious satire on political corruption, it concerns the case of an
anarchist railway worker who 'fell' to his death from a police headquarters
window

A Christmas Carol

by Charles Dickens, adapted by Karen Louise Hebden
12th to 16th December 2017
This new stage version was first performed at Derby Playhouse, and Charles
Dickens’ classic story of greed, grief, ghoulish ghosts and eleventh-hour
redemption with classic Carols is a wonderful reminder of the joy of Christmas.

Improbable Fiction by Alan Ayckbourn
23rd to 27thJanuary 2018
Six aspiring authors meet on a winter's evening to discuss their work. The
chairman, Arnold, attempts to persuade the group to collaborate on a piece of
writing, an idea that is quickly dismissed. However, as Arnold is clearing up
after the meeting there is a clap of thunder, a black-out — and then … Sharp
comedy and affectionate satire characterize this zany, imaginative play.
.

Extra Time A New Work by local author Ian Collinson
22nd to 24th February 2018
The cold war in the fractured Walton family hots up when Rona, estranged
wife of Ed, starts fighting dirty by trying to restrict his access to granddaughter. Ed retaliates by joining Rona’s U3A local history group with
hilarious consequences. This lively and witty domestic comedy raises a

few contemporary issues that will make you think while you laugh.

Single Spies by Alan Bennett
17th to 21st April 2018
This unusual dramatic comedy by Alan Bennett is a double bill of one act
plays, An Englishman Abroad and A Question of
Attribution, about two of the most celebrated spies
of modern times: Guy Burgess and Anthony Blunt.

The Ghost Train by Arnold Ridley
19th to 23rd June 2018
A very silly young man accidentally strands six passengers at a small Cornish
wayside station. Despite the pyschic stationmaster's weird stories of a ghost train,
they decide to stay the night in the waiting room, and soon regret this decision.

Tickets for all productions are available on our box office number 07733 179986

‘Ladies Down Under’
by Amanda Whittington
We were expecting large audiences for this production in January
and we weren’t disappointed. Directed and performed by the same cast
as ‘Ladies Day’ last year it was a pleasure to see the four women and their
performances were as excellent as previously.
Joining them again was David O’Brien
playing various roles as did Justin Day,
the newcomer to the cast. Both actors
kept us well entertained in their various
guises and the Australian accents were
well sustained. We particularly enjoyed
them in their drag queen outfits for the
Mardi Gras scenes. Congratulations to all
for an amusing, entertaining and skilful
production.

..

Ton of Bricks
Reviewed by Joanna Parlby, Newark Advertiser
A new musical written by Carolyn Drury with music and lyrics
by Cliff McCardle was performed by the Stroke of Genius Community
Theatre Company at Averham Theatre on 2nd, 3rd and 4th March 2017.
Ton of Bricks is a triumph and I would hate to think that this delightful
piece didn’t reach the wider audience it deserves.
It tells the story of a woman’s struggle to save a school in spite of difficult
neighbours, wealthy locals and a colourful cast of fascinating characters.

wealthy locals and a colourful
cast of fascinating characters.

Musical numbers include
The School Dinners Calypso,
Paperwork, and The Cleaner’s
Lament and in true musical
tradition, there are a couple
of romantic songs as well, my
favourite being What Do I Like.
The mix of seasoned actors,
amateur players and children
provided a cast that gelled
together well.
The leading lady was professional actress Sarah-Lee Taylor who was outstanding in the role of
head teacher, Esther Dawson. Sarah worked for Carolyn when she was 16 years of age, helping to
run drama workshops. Kerry Saxby played a convincing part in the role of the head’s PA, Sarah,
and John Dodd was highly amusing in his role of caretaker. It was good to see that experienced
performers were prepared to take cameo roles. David Baliol-Key played the villain, Bob, with
conviction as did his down-trodden wife, Marilyn, played by Yvonne Cockayne.
For me, the funniest and most entertaining of all were the two cleaning ladies played by Flick
Millis and Zanda Pepper. Their portrayal of disgruntled cleaners had the audience in stitches. And
what a great idea to utilise them for props – adding to the overall entertainment.
The head boy and girl, Giles and Tara, played by Kane Stone and Hannah Roe are two to watch.
Their humorous portrayal of two upper-crust sixth formers was masterly, with Hannah’s acting
much in the style of Miranda Hart. The children playing the Year 7s were delightful and all very
much individuals in their own right.
For me what made the music was the delightful addition of a single cello, played by Lizzie
Greeley. It was poignant and a great enhancement to all the songs. This musical deserves every
success and should go far.

Tickets for all productions are available on our box office number 07733 179986

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Once again we are urgently asking for
volunteers to help us run the theatre. It
takes a lot of people to run the theatre, not
only on the stage, but for our technical team
backstage and our front of house team.
We are struggling at the moment
to cover Front of House roles and
for people to oversee the Car Park.
Theatre is all about teamwork and
for everything to run smoothly
during shows we need help, people
to sell programmes and act as
ushers. It takes just an hour to do
this, arriving at 6.30 and finishing
at 7.30. Making coffee and tea
before the show and during the
interval takes longer but we do
have a state of the art dishwasher
to make the job as easy as
possible.
Helping behind the bar is a really
sociable occupation and we are
always grateful to those who
volunteer to take it on. The job
that earns the most admiration
however, is overseeing the car
parking. We know that it’s not a
pleasant task in some weathers and
it does mean seeing cars safely out
of the parking areas at the end of
the show as well as guiding drivers
in at the beginning. It is an
essential job to prevent cars
parking along the lane and
upsetting our neighbours,
something we want to avoid at all
costs. Your Theatre Needs You,
so please contact.
Martin.Williams22@virginmedia.
com 07970 951827

YOUR

THEATRE

Our Design Director, Jackie
Rogers, is responsible for all the
props and costumes for all of our
productions. This is quite a job
and she needs help! Jobs range
from helping to keep the costume
area tidy, assisting to select
suitable outfits for the plays and
amending costumes to fit when
necessary. Sometimes costumes
have to be made and a good
seamstress is essential. Sometimes
we are just borrowing things, or
sourcing round the charity shops
looking for suitable stuff. It
would also be lovely to hear
from people who like making
things, such as masks (we needed
4 for Anne Boleyn), drag outfits
(for Ladies Down Under), a cake
(used in My Mother Said I Never
Should), branches full of blossom
(needed for Brief Encounter) and a
rack of lamb and three rainbow
trout (needed for our next
production). People are always
needed backstage to help with
costume changes and being there
for urgent repair. You don’t have
to able to do all of these things, as
we are looking for a team of
volunteers we can call on when
needed, so if you think you can
help in any way please contact
Jackie at jrogers13@hotmail.co.uk.
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SPOTLIGHT
on Peter Alderman
Although he lives in Tuxford, Peter probably spends more time at the
theatre than he does at home and has been involved with the RHTC since 2000!
Working as a multi drop parcel delivery driver he had hobbies including golf
and carpentry, and was a member of the riding club committee when they
nominated a new Chairman, Richard Ryan. Richard was heavily involved with the Robin Hood
Theatre and quickly volunteered Peter to become a crowd member for ‘Pygmalion’, which
developed into extra roles in the play as a policeman and a Duke.
Peter continued to take small roles in plays including Chorus of Disapproval, Hobsons Choice,
As You Like It, Accrington Pals, Oh what a Lovely War and Dial M for Murder, and when he
wasn’t acting, he was asked to be involved in lighting plays.
When the theatre closed it was all hands on deck and Peter was heavily involved whilst we
were on tour performing at local village halls and schools, and learnt how to rig, focus and set
up for shows, including working with props and set build.
Peter was part of the team who worked hard to get the theatre open again, and enjoyed
wielding a large sledge hammer whilst knocking out all the built in furniture, bar and store
room. He also helped with painting and erecting several feet of shelves.
Since we re‐opened the theatre, Peter has been
involved with most of the set builds so spends many
days at the theatre during the lead up to shows.
Using his carpentry skills he has enjoyed the
challenge of making unusual props including a stick
with 5 socks on it (used to make a flame effect in
Ladies Down Under), a gavel to replace the one
ordered on line which was plastic (used in The Music
Hall), a head measurer (used in Hi De Hi) and several
wooden sexual aids (needed for Anne Boleyn).
Peter is also frequently called on to help set up the
lighting control board and operating the lighting or
sound systems during shows.
Although you won’t see him around much, Peter is
usually at the theatre and is a valuable member of
our team of volunteers – even all the wooden
signage around the theatre has been created by him!
And in case you are wondering the I.M.W.T logo on
his overalls appropriately stands for ‘I make wooden
things’!!

For further information visit our web site – robinhoodtheatre.co.uk

..

The Robin Hood Theatre Youth Group is firmly established and has produced
three shows in the theatre in the past eighteen months, one from an from an Agatha
Christie inspired mystery, a spy thriller and a fairytale adventure. They are currently working on a
chilling horror "Miss Smith" and have plans to use video footage and live action to tell a classic
horror tale. This will be performed in July at the Robin Hood Theatre!
Ably and enthusiastically run by Shauna Dennett, Youth Theatre meetings take place on Sunday
afternoons from 4.00 – 6.00 pm and costs £6.00 a session, payable half termly in advance. The first
session is free. The age group is 11-18.
The group just don’t ‘put on plays’. They have been coming up with the initial idea, plotting it out,
writing the script, sourcing costumes and props, designing the poster, learning all the words and
movements, and producing it!
Being in a Drama Group teaches all kind of skills and raises self confidence, which is a gift for life.
The group work involves teaches teamwork and raises creativity. It’s not only actors who need to be
imaginative. Most jobs require inventiveness. Engineers and scientists have to be able to think
outside the box. Being in a Drama Group is also great fun as well being a learning experience. New
members are always welcome, so if you know anyone who is interested in joining the youth group, or
would like to come along and see what they thing, then just turn up! More information can be
obtained via our theatre secretary Jean Baliol‐Key, rhtsecreatry@live.co.uk.

New art at the theatre!
We have a new resident in the village Suzanne Thomas, who
is an artist and we have persuaded her to display some of her
paintings in the theatre – they brighten up the bar area, and
are also available to buy. Take time out next time you visit
the theatre to have a look at the display.
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Notes from the Board
Building and maintenance work
The Board have concluded that we cannot envisage
being able to manage the usage of a Studio theatre for the next
few years so all plans for working towards that aim have been put on
hold. Instead we will work towards making the extension building compliant
using the large space for storage of costumes and materials while other parts
of the building are sorted out. As a consequence it is unlikely that we will be
able to obtain grant funding for this work so we will have to rely on profits from
our productions and income from hirings etc.
Plays and Acting
We have devoted our usual energy and time to planning the new season. Next season’s
innovation will be to have a Christmas show in December in place of the November slot. We
have also included a New Works item in the season as an additional company production
albeit not for a full week. Overall we believe we have another well balanced season.
We reviewed the November Production of Ann Boleyn which the Board agreed was very
challenging but had been produced to a high standard. It had successfully introduced some
new members to our stage and developed some of our existing members’ range. The
director had suffered from early casting problems when cast members dropped out and
suitable replacements were difficult to find. The costumes were lavish and very appropriate
combining some of our own stock with hirings from elsewhere. The set and lighting were
excellent and the Board were pleased that the new scenery items were already planned to
be incorporated in the set for The Witches.
Youth Group
We have met with the Youth Group leader to review how well the group is running and are
very encouraged by its success. The Board were keen to see the members widening their
experience through trying different types of production and by becoming involved in main
company productions. The directors also agreed to give the group short briefings on
different aspects of running the theatre to broaden their knowledge and understanding.
Front of House Issues
We continue to struggle to get sufficient volunteers to cover all the front of house roles for
productions. This is exacerbated when stalwarts of FOH duties are involved in the
production. We have recruited a new volunteer Bar Manager, Kim, who is fully qualified and
very enthusiastic to be looking after the bar and has already begun to make a difference to
the bar operation. We have also agreed to trial inviting FOH volunteers to watch the second
dress rehearsal (at no charge) so that they are able to volunteer for more nights without
missing the play. This also gives the cast and crew a select audience for their last rehearsal
so that they can better gauge how the audiences will react for the rest of the week and help
to fine tune the performance. We now have a permanent glass recycling arrangement to
save people carting empty bottles etc to sites elsewhere.
Finances
We reviewed and approved the Accounts for 2015-16 noting that we had still managed to
make an overall profit after spending substantial amounts on building development and
maintenance.

Tickets for all productions are available on our box office number 07733 179986

